
Rauch Listens Sessions 
July 25, 2018 Session Minutes 

ATTENDANCE 

Brandon Prentice, Jon Faith, Trey Taurman, Amelia Williams, Jamie Flock, Myra Merrill, Chuck Potter, Phoebe Curry, 

Mary Shelton, Joe Spoelker, Bobby Brown, Danny McPheron, Bettye Dunham, Tracy Brooksbank  

OVERVIEW 

The meeting had no agenda. Bettye explained this is an open forum where everyone may share their (and those they 

represent) feelings, thoughts and suggestions for improving Rauch’s culture. 

Bettye provided an overview of how the Rauch Listens sessions came to be: 

They are the direct result of what Management heard from the Employee Surveys conducted earlier in 2018. 

Some of the words describing employees’ feelings about Rauch’s culture and environment were not positive and the 

following are needed: 

 Rauch needs to listen 

 Employee recognition is needed 

o Raising awareness of each department and their work 

o Celebrating departments for their work 

 Communication needs to improve 

REPRESENTATIVES SHARED 

NEW HIRE ORIENTATION  

Interpreting team asked the following regarding New Hire Orientation (others noted they had similar questions as 

related to their departments e.g., Employment Services): 

 Why do interpreters have to go through a lift test? Seems to be a waste of time and money because it is 

irrelevant to our jobs: 

o Some interpreters have disabilities and cannot do the lift test. 

o Wheelchair-bound applicants may be disqualified in the testing process 

 Other training that needs to be removed from NHO when it is not relevant to specific roles: 

o Core A&B 
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Bettye addressed the questions with the following: 

 At one time, Rauch’s Workers’ Compensation insurance was very high due to injuries when people hired were 

unable to physically do the job responsibilities required . OMP prescreening has reduced that cost tremendously 

and assured we are not putting people into jobs where they will be harmed.   

 OMP test (lifting requirements) vary based on job requirements; i.e. clerical/office workers that are not 

supporting clients have less weight requirements however they are expected to occasionally lift or move boxes 

so there are still some requirements.  Individuals with diagnosed disabilities are considered for accommodations.  

These will be made, if possible, for the job position.   

 Positions can/will  certainly be reviewed to determine if changes need to be made in OMP. 

 Medication administration is required by the State for all direct service positon under the waiver or VR.  Recently 

we have learned that Core A&B is not specifically required however Medication Administration taught by a 

nurse is required.   

 We need to better communicate that some of the NHO materials are presented not only because it is a 

requirement by the state for certain positions but also to help new hires understand the agency as a whole.  

Before NHO begins HR and the hiring director/supervisor look at the schedule to determine what is needed and 

cross out those areas not required.   

PTO 

Much discussion was had regarding issues surrounding Paid Time Off (PTO). Issues included: 

 No place to keep track of time available (paycheck, form, etc.). 

 When you ask Rauch about it, you’re told to go to your director (who doesn’t know). 

 “Use it or Lose it” policy is unfair [to SL DSPs] when staffing is not available so that you can take the time off. 

o Rauch is paying out more in overtime for other staff to fill in when a DSP takes time off. 

o The time is earned and should be paid if an individual can’t take the time off. 

o “Just pay us more than giving us time we can’t take.” 

 Calculate vacation based on calendar year instead of Fiscal Year. 

o Using vacation on the fiscal year creates a need to take it too early in the year. 

o Using vacation in July or August – what if I need it later. 

Health Fairs 

Employees want to know when Rauch will conduct its next health fair. 

Office Space 

Departments such as Interpreting need more physical space. 

 When can Employment Services move from Spring Street to allow room for expansion? 

Bettye addressed the questions with the following: 

 Rauch went to a ‘use it or lose it’ policy for several reasons: 1) first and foremost it is healthiest for staff to use 

their paid time off  (they need a break) rather than rolling it over.  We understand however the issue of staffing 

and being needed and not being able to take the time. This is being reviewed for SL DSP’s due to the staffing 

issues.    2) It is a financial burden to accumulate and move this to the next year as you have to account for this 

accrual in the budget.  Also it just moves a problem (time off needed) to the next year and causes issues both in 

cash flow and in staffing with larger amounts available.  (Again, as mention earlier we are reviewing this for SL 

DSP’s for an immediate solution.   

 Regarding notification of time available:  Suzy sends each director an accounting at the beginning of the year 

that indicated how much time each staff person has coming for the year.  We have struggled to get this on the 

paycheck accurately for several years.  This is mainly due to the method we have used for accumulation which is 

based on an individual’s hire date.  While we have looked at changing this we could not find a better system that 
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gave employee’s the exact credit for the time for their longevity and thus it didn’t seem fair to all.  We recognize 

this is something that we need to improve on and will continue to explore how to best do this and be fair to all 

but we have tried to provide other systems to help employees track their time until we can change it.  If the 

Director/supervisor does not have this information, and the employee has not tracked their own time then Suzy 

can be called as a last resource.   

 A health fair is being planned, currently. 

 Management continues to work on the need to expand and to make some spaces accessible (SL). Financially 

Rauch is not in a situation to be able to purchase or rent other space.  We continue to work on a strategy for this 

and continue to check out available/appropriate spaces.  While looking for grant options is being considered it 

can be difficult to find Grantors interested in funding infrastructure.  Options that would be considered if 

funding can be found would be:  

o Sell Spring Street building 

o Bring EIS and Interpreting to 845 Park Place 

o Move Admin to another location/space 

 

Hiring Process  

Why does it take so long to onboard new hires?  

 DSPs may hear that Rauch hired 3-5 new people, but never see any new faces. 

 People complain they apply for a job then it took 2-3 weeks to be contacted. 
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Bettye addressed the questions with the following: 

 HR hires for Rauch’s entire agency. We are constantly revamping the process for hiring in order to try to 

streamline this to get people in faster.  Sometimes the delay may occur due to:  

o Waiting for new hire to submit required documents (Driver’s License, diploma, valid insurance and car 

registration)   

o No shows for interviews, delay or no shows for OMP, no shows for NHO after accepting job (with no 

noticed)  

o Sometimes a candidate is not qualified; i.e. did not complete high school, no GED, no car, cannot pass 

OMP.   

o Sometimes we do not get back to them quickly enough (we are working to improve this) and they have 

other offers and take them.   

o State delays in returning DL and background checks can delay the process 

o We are increasing the referral bonus for employees that refer candidates.  If you have referred someone 

and they are saying they are not getting a call back please let us know so we can see what might have 

happened.   

Loren addressed the questions with the followings: 

 State has a multitude of requirements (specific training before a new hire can step foot in a house or 

Employment Services role. 

o OMP is crucial for SL 

o We have an influx of REHIRES 

 

Staffing Crisis (DSPs) 

It’s confusing as to how the staffing shortage seems to have happened over a short amount of time.  

 It used to be you couldn’t work long hours of overtime.  

 We grew in houses, but not in staffing—why did we build so many? 

Residents are starting to feel the constant change in staff. They take it personally and ask questions  

such as: 

 Is it my fault? 

 Did they leave because they don’t like me? 

Some DSPs from ADA/ACCESS and other departments are glad to have the opportunity to work at the houses, but then 

they’re tired (at ADA/ACCESS). It is hard to live on the pay provided. 

Some Individuals are working 150-160 hours/pay period. The core people at HG aren’t working for the pay. 

 

Bettye addressed questions specific to HG staffing and building of HG 

At the time we built the houses at HG, the grants were available and we knew this was likely to change and we would 

not have another opportunity to do this.  With over 40 individuals on the waiting list, many with aging parents, we took 

the risk.  At that time the staffing crisis was not the level it is now so we had hopes we would find the staff needed.  

 

We agree that DSP’s are working too many hours, and we really want to be able to go back to limiting this.  We are glad 

however that some employees however are able to work some additional hours and earn OT for these hours rather than 

working for another agency at straight pay.   
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Loren addressed the questions with the following: 

DSPs across all agencies (locally, state and nationally) are doing the hardest work and compensated the least. Most of 

the agencies that can pay more ONLY provide a limited number of services (respite or day services only) or are national 

for-profit firms that can leverage their funds because they are so large.  At Rauch we do have the value that we are ‘all in 

this together’ and we are working to assure that clients in all of the programs can continue to be served.   

 

Children’s Services 

Employees don’t feel other members of the agency really understand what they do. 

If the mother of a child participating in Children’s Service, can she get help from EIS? 

Bettye addressed questions with the following: 

An individual must be referred to EIS through VR. Because of the ORDER OF SELECTION used to refer individuals, VR 

gives priority to individuals with at least three disabilities. 

ADA/ACCESS 

Morale is very low but it is not clear if their negativity is based in SL or ADA/ACCESS 

 ADA/ACCESS feel they’ve been lied to but not specific examples were provided to Tracy 

 Last ADA/ACCESS staff meeting was very emotional 

o Not paid a living wage 

o Working 80-100 hours/week 

o “I want time off, but I need the overtime.” 

 Shark Week was amazing! DSPs were engaged and helpful. 

Employment 

Employees are upset because they are using personal smartphones or need a smartphone to do their jobs: 

 Google maps 

 Photos of clients and employment area 

 Calendar 

 Check email 

 Texting 

Employment office setting is not conducive to the type of work performed. Share space is not helpful. 

 Need to speak loudly to some clients 

 Meeting clients in the office 

 Collaborating with other employees 

Rauch is sold as a service. Continuity is needed in marketing materials to present Rauch: 

 Folder 

 EIS Brochure 

 Client Handbook 

Danny addressed questions regarding phone reimbursement: 

For those positions where a phone is required Rauch will reimburse employees for up to $30/month for their personal 

phones when used for Rauch work. 

Joe addressed questions regarding marketing materials: 

Joe provided a supply of official Rauch folders available to anyone at Rauch for presentation of marketing materials. 

Bernie is available to update the Client Handbook to provide a more cohesive look to the material. 
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Admin 

Accessibility in the building is an issue 

 Supported Living offices on the 2nd floor are not accessible due to stairs 

 Need more handicap parking 

Bettye addressed comments/questions as follows:  

 Again, this is a space issue.  It is expensive to put in an elevator or lift.  For SL administrative staff they are moving 

towards meeting more with the clients at HG.  Also the board room or other meeting rooms are available to meet with 

clients that can’t take the stairs.   

 

The concern for handicapped parking spaces:  We will continue to monitor this however it seems that frequently these 

spots, especially the two in front of the building are not in use.  Parking for everyone is at premium so we are concerned 

about taking out more of the spaces.  If individuals are having difficulty accessing handicapped spots please let us know 

ore specifics.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted by 

Bernie S. Mudd-White 


